
Abstract Painting:
Theory and Practice

Class 1- March 15, 2021



Class Orientation
● OLLI rules
● Class format
● My expectations
● Your expectations 



“Homework”
● Supplies

○ Set-up 
○ Emailing work for critiques

● Every week, pick an artist and write one paragraph
○ Website

■ Sample reading list
■ Search tools

● Look and learn!



Class Webpage



If asked to talk about abstract painting- even ones we’ve encountered and found 
engaging- many of us struggle to put what we’d describe as feelings into words. 
How does an art form which owes part of its place in history to the efforts of so 
many American artists find such an odd place in our culture? The path of this class 
will start from a historical grounding for looking at abstract painting, by examining 
several stages of its development in the 20th century through a combination of 
lecture and discussion. As students develop a vocabulary to discuss canonical 
works, we will also explore contemporary pieces as well. Students will also have 
class time dedicated to making non-representational art work and have the 
opportunity to try out this vocabulary during in-class critiques.



What do we mean when we say 
“abstraction”?



“Modernism” and a New Century
● Late Modern era of history ~1800 - 1950/2000
● “A rebellious spirit”
● Context

○ Industrial change
○ War
○ Social re-organization
○ Transportation
○ Communication
○ Agriculture
○













The Arts During Modernism

● Experimentation
● “The avant-garde”
● What is the essence of the form (modality)?



Abstraction and Modernism

What is the subject of painting?



“These colored planes are the structure of 
the picture, and nature is no longer a 
subject for description but a pretext” 

Robert Delauney

“The creative ability of an artist is 
manifested only if he succeeds in 
transforming the natural phenomena in 
‘another reality’ “

Frantisek Kupka 



“Art no longer cares to serve the state and religion, it no 
longer wishes to illustrate the history of manners, it wants 
to have nothing further to do with the object, as such, and 
believes that it can exist, in and for itself, without "things"” 

Kazimir Malevich

“Every true artist has been inspired 
more by the beauty of lines and color 
and the relationships between them 
than by the concrete subject of the 
picture.”

Piet Mondrian



“Traditionally art is to create and not to 
revive. To revive: leave that to the 
historians, who are looking backward” 

Josef Albers



“Only the camera seems to be really 
capable of describing modern life.” 

Alexander Rodchenko



Manifestations
● Orphism (Delauney, Kupka)
● De Stil/Neo-plasticism (Mondrian)
● Purism (Le Corbusier)
● Constructivism (Tatlin)
● Suprematism (Malevich)
● Bauhaus (Albers)
● Concrete Art (Helion)



Manifestations



Also Recommended...
● Ad Reinhardt
● Ben Nicholson
● Elsworth Kelly
● Lygia Clark
● Robert Mangold
● Carmen Herrera
● Peter Halley
● Susan Frecon
● David Diao
● Paul Mogensen
● Virginia Jaramillo
●



Demonstration time...



“Homework”



Also Recommended*...

● Cubism and Abstract Art
● MOMA- Inventing Abstraction
● History of Modernism
● László Moholy-Nagy Foundation
● The Colorful Geometry of Concrete Art

*links to articles on website


